Functional heterogeneity of immune complexes in epidermolysis bullosa acquisita.
Epidermolysis bullosa acquisita is an inflammatory subepidermal bullous disease characterized by circulating and tissue-bound complement-binding anti-basement membrane zone autoantibodies to type VII procollagen. Lesions are characterized by neutrophil-predominant inflammation in some patients, but not in others. These features suggest complement activation and generation of complement-derived chemotactic factors for leukocytes by basement membrane zone immune complexes may contribute to inflammation, but that complexes may be heterogeneous in the ability to express that function. In this study, we measured the ability of basement membrane zone complexes from patients with (n = 4) and without (n = 6) neutrophil predominant inflammation to activate complement and generate complement-derived chemotactic activity using a complement-dependent neutrophil attachment assay. The results showed considerable heterogeneity in neutrophil attachment among EBA patients and that both the incidence (4/4 vs 2/6) and magnitude (81 +/- 34 vs 12 +/- 10 neutrophils/mm basement membrane zone) of attachment were greater in patients with neutrophil-predominant inflammation. Functional heterogeneity appeared to be due to differences in the amounts of complement-activating complexes formed at the basement membrane zone, which in turn appeared to be due to differences in the availability of circulating complement-binding anti-basement membrane zone antibodies. This was suggested by a positive correlation (r = 0.72, p less than 0.01) between neutrophil attachment and complement-binding anti-basement membrane zone antibody titers and the observation that high levels of neutrophil attachment could be generated in skin from patients with epidermolysis bullosa acquisita who did not have neutrophil-predominant inflammation by treating their skin in vitro with complement-binding anti-basement membrane zone antibodies. These results suggest tissue complexes in epidermolysis bullosa acquisita are heterogeneous in the ability to activate complement and generate complement-derived chemotactins (C5a, C5a des arg), and that functional heterogeneity contributes to histologic heterogeneity. The functional immunologic-pathologic correlations observed in this study suggest epidermolysis bullosa acquisita is an autoimmune "collagen" disease.